Tackiness and cohesive failure of granular pastes: mechanistic aspects.
Granular pastes are dense dispersions of non-colloidal grains in a simple or a complex fluid. Typical examples are the coating, gluing or sealing mortars used in building applications. We study the rupture of a thick layer of mortar paste in a simple pulling test where the paste is confined between two flat surfaces. It is shown that, depending on the rheological properties of the paste and the plate separation velocity, two main failure modes are obtained. The first mode is the inwards shear flow of the paste with viscous fingering instabilities, similarly to what has been observed with Newtonian fluids and with non-Newtonian colloidal suspensions or polymer solutions. The second failure mode is stemming from the expansion of bubbles, similarly to what has been observed in soft adhesive polymer layers and, more recently, in highly viscous fluids. It is shown that the crossover between the two failure modes is determined by the conditions required to generate a pressure drop able to trigger the growth of pre-existing micro-bubbles smaller than the inter-granular distance.